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IN 1925 4,429,000 acres of land in Minnesota were devoted to 
the production of hay. The hay crop, valued at approximately 

$64,579,000, is the most valuable crop in the state except corn. Con
sidering the condition and quality of hay, especially that which passes 
through the market, it is evident thai the value of the hay crop may be 
greatly enhanced with more ef-ficient management in production. As 
relatively little hay is sold as a cash crop, little attention has been given 
to securing the maximum feeding value. 

Hay that is fine in texture, cured so that it retains a high percentage 
of the original green color, and without the loss of leaves, and which 
is free from foreign material, is of high quality. Conditions which 
cause it to lose its natural color cause, also, a loss of palatability, de
sirable odor, and digestible feed constituents. Hay that is coarse, badly 
bleached, musty, moldy, or full of rubbish is of low quality. No easily 
applied method for measuring the feeding value of hay has been known 
to the producer and serious losses are often sustained without his 
knowledge. 

CUT AT BLOOMING STAGE OR BEFORE 

The best time to cut hay is when the greatest amount of digestible 
nutrients per acre will be obtained. Young plants are most palatable, and 
their digestibility is generally greatest ~t the blooming stage or before. 
If cut later than the blooming period, plants have lost palatability and 
can not be made into high quality hay regardless of attention during 
the curing process. Coarse stems, loss of leaves, and loss of green 
color can not be overcome. Too often the producer cuts his crop when 
the greatest amount per acre can be had, even tho it is not equal in 
feeding value to younger plants. 

Alfalfa should be cut when the field is one-tenth to one-half in 
blo.om. This is before the leaves fall and the stems become coarse and 
woody. At this stage the greatest amount of digestible feed is ob
tained. Approximately so per cent of the alfalfa plant is leaf, and the 
leaves contain about 6o per cent of the total feed constituents. When 
cut at one-tenth bloom it is more than twice as efficient for making 
gains in beef steers as when cut in the seed stage. When the crop 
lodges or becomes frosted it should be cut immediately, thus preventing 
the loss of leaves. 

Red clover is best cut when it is in full bloom. After this, not 
only the yield becomes lower but the digestibility of the feed con
stituents falls rapidly. At later stages the leaves fall off readily, the 
c,tems become woody, and the green color rapidly disappears. 

Timothy, and timothy and clover.-Timothy alone should be cut 
not later than full bloom. A mixture of timothy and medium reel 
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c1 ver is best cut when the clover is in fu ll bl om. Thi is ordinarily 
about a we k r t n days before the timothy ha reached that stage. 
Alsike lover is ab ut ten days later than medium red clov r, so alsike 
and timothy mixed are both cut at approximately full blo m. 

Prairie grasses should be cut before the plant begin to turn 
brown from dry w ather or maturity. luest m becom stemmy at 
maturity and if cut at this stag the hay is coar ·e and may not grade 
high becau e of lack of green color. 

OBJECT OF CURING IS TO RE DUCE MOISTURE 

A. cut, hay contain from 65 to 75 per cent moisture. Thi must be 
redu eel to between IS and 20 per cent to in ure the be t hay. As oon 
as the crop b com s wilted, but while _ti ll touo-h and sappy, in order 
not to lose the leaves, it should be raked into windrow to reduce the 
area exposed to sunlight. The greater part of the field urino- hould 
take place in windrows or cock . Hay hould not b cut when it i 
wet f rom rain or clew. External moi ture cau es bleaching and los 
of soluble material. 

Windrowing Reduces Cost of Curin g 

wing to th high co t of labor it i conomical to cure hay in the 
windrow and hau l it directly to the barn or tack, and the kind of 
win !row is important. 

T hi ide delivery rake with traio-ht t th, or the dump rake, ha a 
t nd n y to "rope" or pack th windr w. The hay i ptt hed into the 
windr w, n t 1 itch d. Loose fl u ffy windrow may be made by using 
th si I d livery ral e with curv cl teeth. T hi rake ha ten the curing 
pr ce s with !itt! lo s of I av · and litt le bleachin"'. The I aves are 
usually well wilted when hay i taken from the swath and ar more 
rapidly dried in the windrow than the st m . 
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Cocking Saves Leaves, Reduces Bleaching 

Hay cur d in the cock is usually of higher quality than that cured 
in the swath or windrow b cau e a mall r proportion of I aves is lost 
and less bleaching occurs. T his m thod involves m r labor, however, 
especially when it become n cessary to recondition hay which has been 
wet by rain. Hay hould be put into cocks only when free fro m ex
ternal moisture. Moi ture encourages the development of mold and 
bacteria, the hay sub equent ly h ating and spoilin o-. ocks should be 
carefully made to shed rain. Except in wet weather, three or four days 
in the cock will compl·ete th curing of hay. 

Fig. 2 . Heavy Yield of Timothy and Clover on Peat Soil in Poorl y Made ocks 

Good Equipment, Insurance Against Rain 

If it were not for rainfall after the hay is down, curing hay to 
retain the maximum feed ing value would be easy. Rain not only 
causes loss of color but a large percentage of the feed const ituents may 
be washed away. Damage from prolonged rains can not be avoid d' 
but it can be minimized. T he best insurance against damage from rain 
in Minne ota i such equipment as the side delivery rake, the hay 
loader, the sw ep rake, or sufficient hand labor to mov the hay rapidly 
from the fi ld into storage. 

Method of Loading and Hauling Depends on Conditions 

If hay is cured in the windrow, the hay loader makes it 1 ossible to 
handle the crop economically, and to store it in a short time. If the 
windrow i produced with the side delivery rake and the hay has not 
become . brittle from drying, the double cylinder hay load r , properly 
operated, takes it up with little loss. A hay loader is necessary on all 
large farm s wh ere the hay i put into the barn. If the hay is stacked, 
it may be taken to the stack by sweep rak s. If the hay crop is not 
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large enough to justify an extensive investment in machinery, and labor 
is available, cocking and handling by hand, altho expensive, is the most 
practical method. 

Sweep Rake Good on Large Meadows 

The sweep rake is most commonly used on large meadows where 
the hay is stacked or baled from the windrow. It is the most rapid 
and economical method of getting hay from the windrow to the stack 
or baler, but is usually not practical where the hay is put into the mow. 
Hay sheds centrally located, if equipped with a fork, may be filled from 
the sweep rake. In this method the hay is handled entirely by machin
ery and the labor cost is low. 

Storage of Hay Requires Careful Attention 

The quality and condition of hay that com out f the tack or 
mow depend v ry largely upon its condition a - it o·oe · into torage. 
If hay i cut at the prop r tim and cur d with little damao·e, e p cially 
if the m i lure conl nt is reduced lo about 20 per cent, there i little 
dang r of lh quality b ing redu ed in lorage. rdinarily, hay i in 
the h sl con liti n to store when it i still touo·h and will not break 
readily or xu le moisture if tightly l wi ted. 

Hay in thi c ndition go s throuO'h a "sweat," the ext nt of which 
is larg ly d termined by the moi ' lure content. " w at in ·" i a low 
ferm ntation proc s which r ult in th production of heat, lo of 
moisture, and ome loss of w ight, but i de irable for the pro lu tion 
of aroma and palatability. Hay that i n t thoroly field cured or is 
damp from cl w or rain should not be tor d. 1 oo much moi ture 
causes h ating and a heavy loss in weight. Wet hay ha been known 
to heat to the point of spontan ou ombustion, cau ing the tack or 
mow to take fire. 
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Stacks Should Contain from 10 to 15 Tons 

Hay stacks should h ld from IO to IS tons. Stack holdino· on ly 
2 to 4 tons will uff r relatively large los es from w athering. 

The stack should be compact, symmetrical, and lrawn to a peak at 
the top to keep out moisture; full in the cent r and built to turn rain. 

ov ring with I u::. h gra s i a 1 ractical way of making the stack 
more or le s " ·at rproo f. 

If the sw ep rake is used, hay i put into the stack with the over-
shot tack r . pccial care hould be taken to have the stack weii built. 

F ig. 4 · Over-Shot S tacker and Sweep Rake 

How Stacks of Hay Are Measured 

Where hay i produc d for market it is cu :omary to e timate the 
tonnage in th stack and buy on that basi . It is difficult to estimate 
the volume, or the weight f a known volume of hay. The number of 
cubic feet of hay r qui reel to weigh a ton i affected by (I) I ncrth of 
time th e hay ha remained in the stack, ( 2) height o f the sta k, 
(3) kind of plant - f r m which hay is made, ( 4) tagc of d v lopment, 
and (S) moisture content when stacked . 

The Unit cl tatcs Department of Agriculture measured < 2 sta ·k 
of timothy and clover hay. The cubic feet required to (1ual on ton 
of hay, when allowed different perio I of time to settl , arc shown 
a fol lows: 

Age of stack 

Under 30 day 
30 to 6o days 
74 to ISS days 

i\ verage cubic 
feet per tou 

ss9.6 
sS t.s 
514-9 

The numb r of cubic feet in the stack is calculated as v lum (V) = 
FOWL. Multiply "over" ( ) by "width" (W.) and by " length" (L) 
and this by a "factor" (F) . which 'varies from 0.25 to 0.37, a cording 
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to the height and fullness of the cross-section of the stack. "Over" 
( 0) is the contour of the stack cross-section. (See Fig. 5·) Example : 
A hay stack 40 feet long, 30 feet wide and 20 feet high, with an "over" 
'.f 56 feet, and a shape similar to No. 4 in the diagram and standing 
45 clays would contain about 32.35 tons of hay. 

F,..zs F:.2.8 F ... 31 

THREE-FOURTHS A.S TAL.L AS WID£ 

F::. 2. 8 F •. 3t 

AS TALL. A.S WIDE 

ONE. AND ONE-FOURTH TIME.S A.S TAL.L A.S WID£ 

Fig. 5. Cross-Section of Haystacks of Dittercnt Shapes (U.S.D.A. Yearbook, 1924) 

Thoro Curing Should Precede Baling 

Ordinarily, when hay is baled it is inbended for the market. The 
most satisfactory results are obtained in baling hay which is thoroly 
cured in the stack or mow. "Sweating" lowers the moisture content to 
a point which does not cause injury when hay is tightly compressed. 
All weathered, moldy or undesirable hay should be removed before 
baling, as the market grade may be lowered by a comparatively small 
amount of unsound hay. Large quantities of hay which is heating, and 
in some cases moldy as a result of baling it when wet, come on the 
market. The baler should not be operated during a flurry of snow 
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or during showers. Hay baled from the windrow has not gone through 
the sweat and is not thoroly cured. The moisture content is often 
higher than it appears to be and the tightly compressed bales ferment, 
produce heat, and become sour and moldy. Hay dried in the swath 
or windrow until it becomes brittle loses color and leafiness. This 
reduces its feeding value and lowers the grade on the market. 

Labor Requirements Vary with Methods 

A study of haying operations on 235 corn-belt farms shows that 
four distinct methods of handling hay are in common use. From the 
standpoint of time consumed and the amount of labor used, these 
methods, which are based upon the first cutting of alfalfa hay yielding 
I~ tons per acre, vary greatly, as shown in Figure 6. 

Method I is the most common, and requires more time and labor 
than Methods 2, 3, and 4 because of the great amount of hand labor 
for cocking and for pitching the hay on the wagons. Method 2 is 
practically the same as .Method I with cocking omitted, thus decreasing 
the amount of labor. The use of the side delivery rake and the hay 
loader, as indicated by Method 3, reduces the time and much of the 
hand labor. The method of liandling the hay preparatory to the use 
of the sweep rake varies greatly. In most cases the crop is cured and 
raked into windrows with the side delivery rake or the ordinary dump 
rake. It is then taken directly from the windrow with the sweep rake. 
This, Method 4, requires less labor than any of the others. The prin
cipal difference in labor required per acre between this method and 
Method 3 is due to the difference in time required to load, haul, and 
unload the hay. 

MF.TI<OD 

I. CUT, RAKE., COCJf~ HAUL. AND 
PVT IN BARN, HAY PITCHED 
BY HAND. 

Z. CIJT,RAK&~HAUL FROM WINDROW 
AND PUT IN B14RN, H,qY PITCHED 
BY HAND . 

.5. CUT.. flAK£ WIT/-/ .SIDE. DBLIVERV, 
Pv-r 1NBARN,HAY.L0AD£FtU.S£D 
IN LOADING 

4. CUT,RAHG, HAUL IO .StACH IN 
FIELD WITH BLICI( RAKE , HAY 
STACKED I'VITH STACHEfl 

- Mt:M~tHOVI"S 

Fig. 6. Time and Labor Required in Harvesting Alfalfa Hay by Different Methods 
(U.S.D.A. Yearbook, 1924) 
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GOVERNMENT HAS ESTABLISHED GRADES 

Until recently there have been no uniform standards of quality, 
or grades of hay for the markets of the United States. Grade designa
tions assigned for local use do not define hays identical in quality or 
nearly so to the trade in all other markets. Local grades which are not 
understood or easily interpreted have caused hay marketing to be a 
hazardous business in some localities. The United States Department 
of Agricultur·e has established standards for grading hay which are 
well defined, are easily understood and applied by trained inspectors, 
and are applicable in all markets where they have been adopted. 

The fundamental principle upon which the federal grades are es
tablished is the identification and arrangement of hay into classes and 
the designation of grades which represent the quality and condition of 
the classes. This standardization expresses the value of the hay defi
nitely, as the kind of hay and its quality and condition are independently 
determined. The following extracts from the Hand Book of Official 
Hay Standards, under the timothy, clover, and grass hay group illustrate 
the principle. 

"Classes 
"1. Timothy-Timothy with not over 10 per cent clover. 
"2. Timothy light clover mixed-A mixture of timothy and clover with 

over ro per cent but not over 30 per cent clover. 
"3. Timothy medium clover mixed-A mixture of timothy and clover 

with over 30 per cent but not over so per cent clover. 
"4. Timothy light grass mixed-A mixture of timothy and other grasses 

with over 10 per cent but not over 30 per cent of other grasses and 
not over ro per· cent clover. 

"5. Timothy grass mixed-A mixture of timothy and other grasses with 
over 30 per cent but not over 6o per cent other grasses and not over 
ro per cent clover." 

Grades.-Each of these classes ts divided into numerical grades 
based upon the percentage of green color and foreig·n material 
as follows: 

"U.S. Grade No. 

2 

3 

Required percentage 
of green color 

50 or more 
30 or more 
Less than 30 

:Wiaximum pcrccnta~c 
of foreign material 

IO 

IS 
20 

"Sample grade.-Hay of the above cl-asses which has been threshed 
or headed, or which contains more than 20 per cent of foreign material, 
or which contains more than a trace of injurious foreign material, or 
which has any objectionable odor, or which is heating, hot, wet, moldy, 
musty, caked or otherwise of distinctly low quality." 
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Supplementary grading factors, high green color, !eafiness, fineness, 
coarseness, are employed to indicate as nearly as possible the condition 
of the hay. Under the federal standards all classes, grades, grading 
factors, and supplementary grading factors are accurately d~fined and 
easily understood, and can be accnrately applied by thoroly trained 
inspectors. 

Minnesota State Hay Grades 

Under the Minnesota state hay grades the classification of hay is 
incorporated as a part of the grade designation. The kinds of hay in 
mixtures are not classified and a grade which represents the quality 
applies to the classes. To illustrate: 

No. I Timothy.-"Shall be timothy with not more than one quarter 
(25%) mixed with clover or other tame grasses, may contain some brown 
blades, properly cured, good color, sound and well baled." 

There is considerable latitude in mixtures tolerated in this grade 
designation. Any of the classes of hay indicated under the federal 
standards with the exception of No. 3, may pass through the market 
as No. r timothy hay under the Minnesota state grades. Class No. 3 
can not be graded as No. I timothy but may be passed as No. 2 timothy. 
on account of the presence of more than 25 per cent of clover. 

Under the Minnesota grading system the factors which determine 
quality and condition of hay are not defined or measured. Their sig
nificance and application are matters of the inspectot's opinion which· 
may or may not be based upon facts. There is no system by which 
inspectors using Minnesota hay grades are trained or their ideas 
standardized on the factors which determine quality in hay. 

MARKET REQUIRES ATTENTION TO DETAILS 

The producer who ships hay to the market is able to have high 
grades that command the highest prices only when the crop is taken 
from clean meadows, cut at the proper time, cured properly, and baled 
without weather damage. The bulk of hay which passes through the 
Minnesota markets is purchased by dairymen, cattle feeders, and the 
Stock Yards Company of South St. Paul. Some is used in the Twin 
Cities for horses. These dealers demand palatable hay that gives value 
in accordance with the price they pay. Hay that is coarse, full of foreign 
material, badly bleached, unsoul1cl, or otherwise of low quality, is too 
prevalent on the t1mrkets. Owing to high freight rates, low grade hay 
should be feel 011 the farm and not shipped to market. 

A hay baler should be used that will put out bales of the size and 
weight most commonly found in the market where the hay is to be 
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shipped. Minnesota hay can be marketed most satisfactorily in bales 
I7 x 22 inches or I4 x I8 inches and which weigh from 8o to 90 
pounds. The shipper will do well to cater to the established market 
preferences in baling hay for shipment. Bales should be neatly tied, 
those that are unevenly or loosely tied break easily in handling and 
cause a serious loss. Low bids are sometimes offered because bales 
are unattractive. Shippers should protect baled hay from rain or snow, 
as if it is damp on the surfac·e it will heat in a short time when put 
into a car or hay shed. Very little rain or snow will cause it to become 
hot and musty. Baled hay should be sorted and graded prior to ship
ment so that a car can be filled with hay of one class and grade. If the 
shipper does not have enough hay of uniform grade to fill a car, it is 
good policy to separate the classes or grades, putting each in a different 
part of the car. When different classes and grades are loaded sys
tematically in the same car, it is not difficult for an inspector to grade 
the entire carload. The shipper's invoice should designate the number 
of bales of each class and grade. Accurately listing the contents of the 
car to the consignees and inspectors in terminal markets is a policy 
which if consistently followed serves as the most valuable "trade mark" 
for the producer in building up a reputation for reliability. 


